The community aims to enhance businesses efficiency and competitiveness by adopting blockchain technology, with the initiative initially implemented via the Letter of Guarantee (LG) project.

"Thailand Blockchain Community Initiative" where we together co-create a collaborative environment that initiates compelling blockchain projects, embracing *win-win outcome*.

“we must ensure that not only can corporates access the new financial technologies but also SMEs and retail consumers to leapfrog and enhance our country’s competitiveness.”
Current Bank of Thailand Initiatives on CBDC

**Project Inthanon:** Wholesale Central Bank Digital Currency (CBDC) for interbank and cross-border payment

**Digital THB on Ledger**

**Decentralized RTGS**

**Project Inthanon: the 4 main pillars**

- **People**
  - Building capability and encouraging collaborative environment

- **Process**
  - Collaborative and agile which leads innovative designs and effective products

- **Product**
  - Building prototype for common infrastructure

- **Public**
  - Future engagement and plans to develop ecosystem in financial market